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a b s t r a c t

A broad area in astronomy focuses on simulating extragalactic objects based on Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI) radio-maps. Several algorithms in this scope simulate what would be the observed
radio-maps if emitted from a predefined extragalactic object. This work analyzes the performance
and scaling of this kind of algorithms on multi-socket, multi-core architectures. In particular, we
evaluate a sharing approach, a privatizing approach and a hybrid approach on systems with complex
memory hierarchy that includes shared Last Level Cache (LLC). In addition, we investigate which manual
processes can be systematized and then automated in future works. The experiments show that the data-
privatizing model scales efficiently on medium scale multi-socket, multi-core systems (up to 48 cores)
while regardless of algorithmic and scheduling optimizations, the sharing approach is unable to reach
acceptable scalability on more than one socket. However, the hybrid model with a specific level of data-
sharing provides the best scalability over all used multi-socket, multi-core systems.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Background and motivation

Most current high-performance computing systems are clus-
ters. The compute nodes in these systems are usuallymulti-socket,
multi-core commodity servers and blades. Typically, each node
has two or four processor chips and each chip has two, four,
six or eight cores; in addition, it is common for two, four or
eight cores to share the Last Level Cache (LLC), usually L2 or L3.
Furthermore, some chip manufacturers introduce Simultaneous
Multi-Threading (SMT) capabilities into their processing units. As a
result, each node is a shared-memorymultiprocessor, cache coher-
ent Non-UniformCache Access (NUCA) system combining SMT and
ChipMulti-Processor (CMP) concurrency technologies. This config-
uration introduces different levels of sharing in thememoryhierar-
chy (cache hierarchy is partially shared among the cores), resulting
in non-uniform data sharing overheads.

Designing efficient parallel scientific applications from scratch,
able to make the most of these architectures still remains a hard
task. A significant number of recent works, such as those found
in [1–3], explore how to best use these technologies by analyzing
specific optimizations using toy multi-threaded benchmarks, on
small core count multi-core nodes of up to eight cores or, on
multi-core simulators. However, there exist quite a few related
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works in the literature that cover thewhole parallelization process,
from selecting the programming model that fits best in the
application to finding the execution configuration that gives the
best performance. We believe that application scientists still need
to know about more new experiences of real applications on real
machines.

This work evaluates three different parallel approaches on
three multi-socket multi-core platforms of a state-of-the-art VLBI-
resolution radio-map computation algorithm, called SPEV (SPec-
tral EVolution). This Fortran multi-dimensional time-dependent
hydrodynamic code is widely used in astronomy to understand
the shape and behavior of active galaxies [4–10]. In particular, this
work analyzes three parallel programming paradigms with differ-
ent sharing levels, (1) a sharing programming approach that allows
all participating threads access the shared data-structures along
the simulation, (2) a privatizing programming approach based on
data partition and replication of shared arrays and, (3) a hybrid
approach that mixes both sharing and privatizing models. The
analysis of performance and scaling has been carried out on three
multi-socket, multi-core architectures: (i) a dual-socket quad-core
Intel X5355 (Clovertown), (ii) a quad-socket eight-core Intel X7550
(Beckton) and, (iii) a quad-socket 12-core AMD Opteron 6172
(Magny-Cours). We determine the performance bottlenecks of
each implementation, apply some optimizations to alleviate them
and, find out manual parallelizing processes that can be system-
atized and then automated in future works.
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Fig. 1. The structure of an active galaxy.

2. Spectral evolution simulation

Before introducing the SPectral EVolution (SPEV) simulation, let
us first define the terms active galactic nucleus (AGN), relativistic
jets and, VLBI-maps. AnAGN is a very compact region, of an average
size of a couple of light-years, in the center of a galaxy which is
characterized by the emission of enormous quantities of energy.
Typically, the luminosity of an AGN is thousands of times larger
than the luminosity of a normal galaxy. A simplified plot of the
structure of an active galaxy is shown in Fig. 1. The supermassive
black hole in the galaxy center accretes matter from an accretion
diskwhich surrounds it. The relativistic (i.e.,movingwith velocities
close to the speed of light) jets can be accelerated from a very
magnetized and a very fast rotating disk. They remain collimated
and relativistic up to distances of thousands of light years in some
cases. See, e.g., [11,12] for a review of jet phenomenology and
theoretical models.

Unfortunately, very little is directly known about the innermost
regions of AGNs, since the structures at scales below light-year
cannot be resolved at our present level of technology. However,
we know that at intermediate scales (1–100 light years) jets
emit synchrotron radiation which can be observed using radio
telescopes on Earth. These scales are still too small for a single
telescope, so that arrays of radio telescopes have to be used
to resolve them. This is most commonly done using the Very
Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) technique, i.e., simultaneous
observations performed by several telescopes can be combined to
provide observations which are to a certain extent equivalent to
that made from a much larger telescope. The equivalent diameter
of the hypothetical large telescope is comparable to the maximum
separation between the telescopes in the array. In other words,
VLBI has an advantage over other radio techniques in that the large
distance between the telescopes allows for very long observational
baselines, since telescopes can be located on different continents.
By analyzing sequences of VLBI-radio maps taken at different
epochs we hope to be able to understand the nature and behavior
of relativistic jets and AGNs.

The observed radio maps of jets on the scales of light-years are
not direct maps of their physical states, i.e., we cannot directly
observe the density, pressure, velocity and, magnetic field of the
emitting plasma. The emission structure is greatly modified by the
fact that a distant (Earth) observer detects the radiation emitted
from a jet which moves at relativistic speed and forms a certain
angle with respect to the line of sight. Time delays between
different emitting regions, Doppler boosting and light aberration
shape decisively the observed aspect of every time-dependent
process in the jet. The observed patterns are also influenced by
the travel path of the emitted radiation towards the observer since
Faraday rotation and, most importantly, opacity modulate total
intensity and polarization radio maps. Moreover, there are other
effects that can be very important for shaping VLBI observations
which do not unambiguously depend on the hydrodynamic jet
structure, namely, radiative losses, particle acceleration at shocks,
pair formation, and so forth. Therefore, simulations needs to be
shaped by considering all these kinds of distortions.
2.1. Description of SPEV-algorithm

SPEV [4] is amulti-dimensional time-dependent hydrodynamic
simulation developed to study the evolution of radio components
in relativistic jets. In fact, the kernel of SPEV solves the problems
encountered by most other radio-map computing algorithms in
astrophysics, such as those found in [5–10,13]. The key idea of
SPEV is to operate on a pre-computed temporal sequence of
(magneto) hydrodynamic states (i.e., velocity, density, pressure,
magnetic field) of an extragalactic jet simulation and to compute
the jet radio emission as it would be observed on Earth. This is
done by evolving a set of Lagrangian particles whose emission
is observed (i.e., calculated) at a Virtual Detector (VD). These
Lagrangian particles represent groups of the real particles (usually
electrons) which are assumed to be responsible for the observed
radiation. Each Lagrangian particle contains information on the
electron energy distribution (crucial for the emission calculation).

After creating and initializing a number of families of relativistic
particles, the algorithm iteratively applies three phases: evolve,
inject and emit on the jet of particles.

• Evolve computes the evolution in a two-dimensional non-
uniform axisymmetric distribution of Nspec families of particles
from one state to the next one.1 It calculates the current state of
each single particle, including its position and velocity, as well
as the current state of the jet fluid at the particle location. The
position (x(t), y(t)) of the particle follows these equations:

dx(t)
dt

= v(x, y, t)

dy(t)
dt

= v(x, y, t)

where t is the time of the snapshot currently being processed
and v is the fluid velocity at (x, y). Furthermore, it evolves the
electron energy distribution within a particle by solving the
ensemble-averaged Boltzmann equation [14–16].
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In this equation f is a function of xα, yα and the components
of the 4-momentum pα; Γ α

βγ are the Christoffel symbols, the
right hand side represents the collision term and, τ is the
particle proper time. The particles and their evolution are
stored in multi-dimensional matrices. Particles that go out of
the fluid-domain are eliminated from the simulation since the
information about the area outside is not available.

• Inject periodically introduces new particles in order to conserve
the stability of the system. The new calculated data are added
to the state matrices.

• Emit computes the observed emission by the VD. The first step
is a conversion from the 2D into a 3D particle distribution by
performing rotation around the jet axis of all particles such
that each particle becomes a torus with a radius r , where r
is the original distance from the axis. In practice this torus is
represented by a set of particles ‘‘replicas’’ occupyingmost of its

1 Each particle family corresponds to those Lagrangian particles which have been
injected into the jet at a fixed distance from the jet axis, and from there they are
transported by the jet fluid. The physical size of each particle depends on Nspec ,
i.e., for larger Nspec particles become smaller. Since particles eventually have to fill
the whole jet volume, increased Nspec has as a consequence an increase in the total
number of particles. The dependence of the total number of particles is O(Nspec

2).
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Fig. 2. An illustration of emit stage: a two-dimensional particle whose center is
located at a distance r from the jet axis and whose spatial extent, 1r , is replicated
as a number of cubes (shown in red)with the intent of approximating a toruswhose
outlines are plotted in blue. A virtual detector (VD) is located far away from the jet
to capture the projection of each particle’s emission onto its plane. An example of a
particle image in VD is shown in dark green. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

volume. See Fig. 2 for illustration. Once the replicas have been
created, their frequency dependent emission and absorption
coefficients jν and κν are computed:
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where e and me are the electron charge and mass, c is the
speed of light, B is the magnetic field at the replica position and
δ = [Γ (1 − β cos θ)]−1 is the Doppler factor, which takes into
account for the relativistic beaming and Doppler shift. cβ cos θ
is the projection of the replica velocity vector along the line of
sight and Γ = (1 − β2)−1/2 is the Lorentz factor. The constant
ν0 = 3eB/4πmec is the gyrofrequency. The function F(x) is
defined as

F(x) := x


∞

x
dξK5/3(ξ)

where K5/3(x) is themodified Bessel function of index 5/3. n(γ )
is the number density of ultra-relativistic electrons and is the
first momentum of the distribution function f evolved using
the Eq. (2). As the angle of a replica in a relativistically moving
flow determines the Doppler shift, each of the replicas produces
a slightly different emission and absorption coefficient. The
pixels of the VD to which each replica contributes are
determined as shown in dark green in Fig. 2. The contributions
from all replicas at all times which contribute to a particular
pixel are recorded separately, although it may occur that more
than one particle contributes to the same pixel at the same
moment. Finally, the value of each pixel is evaluated at the end
of the calculation by solving the radiative transfer equation:
dIν
ds

= jν − αν Iν

where s is the distance along the line of sight.
In summary SPEV serial code can be sketched as shown below:

!create ‘‘NumParticles’’ particles
call create(Nspec )
do curFile = startFile, endFile

call readHydrodynamicData(curFile)
do curFileBlock = 1, NumFileBlock

curParticle = NumParticles
!Evolve phase
dowhile(curParticle .le. NumParticles)

call computeTrajectory(curParticle)
if(curParticle is inside the grid) then

call evolveEnergy(curParticle)
else

call delete(curParticle)
NumParticles=NumParticles-1

endif
curParticle=curParticle-1

enddo
!Inject phase
dowhile( mod(∆ t, Dt) .eq. 0){
do curParticle=1, NumParticles_to_be_injected

call evolve( curParticle)
enddo

enddo
!Emit phase
do curParticle= 1, NumParticles

call computeNumReplicas(curParticle)
!For each replica, find the border of the VD 3D-area
!that detects it: min and max in (X,Y,Z)
call FindVDAreaThatDetects(curParticle)
!Sweep the found 3D area
do i= mini , maxi
do j= minj , maxj
do k= mink , maxk
call computeLOS-Distribution(i,j,k)
call computeAbsorption-AtPixel(i,j,k)
call computeEmission-AtPixel(i,j,k)
enddo

enddo
enddo

enddo
enddo

enddo
do k=1, VD_TIME_RES

do j=1, VD_VER_RES
do i=1, VD_HOR_RES
call solveRadiativeTransferEquationAtEachVDPixel
enddo

enddo
enddo

3. Parallel implementations and optimizations

A large number of scientific simulations, including radio-map
computing algorithms, are array-based loop-intensive applica-
tions, formulated as an outer do loop that nests several parallel and
serial inner do loops with different workloads and data access pat-
terns. Usually, parallelism cannot be exploited at outer-loop level
due to some specific sequential constraints. In this work, we eval-
uate the next three parallel models: data-sharing, data-privatizing
and hybrid models for SPEV.

3.1. Data-sharing approach

This approach can be systematized by firstly, determining
parallel inner do loops that can benefit from parallelism, i.e., loops
that have a workload higher than the overhead involved by their
parallel implementation [17], secondly, partitioning the iterations
of the selected parallel loops among concurrent threads. Thirdly,
privatizing auxiliary data that do not require global updates,
i.e., reads and writes from multiple participating threads and,
finally, protecting global shared data updates using locks. Themost
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computationally expensive loops in SPEV are evolve and emit do
loops presenting around 25% and 65% respectively of the global
cost in the serial implementation. After a careful analysis of both
loops, these are some possible optimizations.

3.1.1. Optimization of evolve
The dense multi-dimensional matrices that accumulate the

evolution of the particles and their corresponding emissions
detected along the simulation are shared between threads. In each
evolve phase, about 0.02% of the evolved particles go out of the
considered domain and consequently their corresponding data
are eliminated from the physical system. This operation causes
accesses to main memory and therefore penalizes data locality.
To generate an optimized sharing implementation of this stage,
we reformulate evolve into two steps, a fully parallel evolve phase
and a purely serial compact stage that is applied to each nth outer
iteration (n is selected experimentally), as sketched below.

do(curParticule=1, NumParticles)
call computeTrajectory(curParticle)
if(curParticle is in the fluid) then
call evolveEnergy(curParticle)

else
Id(curParticle)=0
Density(curParticle)=0

endif
enddo
!Each specific number of curFile call Compact()
if(counter .eq. n) then
call Compact()
endif

3.1.2. Optimal loop mapping and critical section
In the body of the emit do loop, a number of successive

accesses to the shared three five-dimensional matrices (i.e., the
line-of-sight distribution matrix, the absorption coefficient matrix
and, the emission coefficient matrix) have to be protected from
simultaneous writes in the same memory position. The first and
second dimensions of these matrices correspond to the number of
the considered frequencies and virtual detector resolution which
are equal to 3 and 3 respectively, while the last three dimensions
represent the spatial VD area which is considered to be equal to
12 × 36 × 32. The accesses to update the pixels of the shared
arrays do not follow any order. Although, this critical section
represents only 3% of the serial emit stage runtime, it becomes a
clear bottleneck to the parallel implementation. We implemented
two levels of critical section. The first uses one a single lock to
protect all the arrays as sketched below.

acq =1
dowhile(acq .eq. 1)

test&set(acq,lock)
enddo
do i

do j
do k
!Compute distribution, absorption & emission
call update(Array1(1:Freq,1:Res,i,j,k),...)
enddo
enddo

enddo
lock = 0

where Freq is the dimension of the frequency space and Res is
the resolution of the VD. The second uses finer grain locks, where
multiple threads can modify concurrently the same array but in
different positions.
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Fig. 3. An example of the resulting spatial distribution of the particles when
considering six workers. Each color shows the particles of a specific process. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

acq =1
dowhile(acq .eq. 1)

test&set(acq,lock(i,j,k))
enddo
call update(Array1(1:Freq,1:Res,i,j,k),...)
lock(i,j,k)=0

The iteration space of the parallel evolve loop and specially the
emit do loop must be carefully partitioned and scheduled among
the available cores. This process can be automated by running on
each different architecture a number of executions that correspond
to different mapping strategies and use different chunk sizes and
at the end of the executions compare the runtimes and select the
mapping strategy that gives the best performance. In next section,
we only report the results of the scheduling strategy and chunk
size that give the best results. Finally, the Inject phase introduces
particles periodically and is carried out by only one thread due to
its low workload.

3.2. Data-privatizing approach

At the initialization step, Nspec families of particles are created
and introduced into the grid that simulates the hydrodynamic
fluid. Afterwards, each single family generates a number of
particles so that they fill their corresponding space delimited by
[xi xj] and [yi yj], where i and j=1,Nspec . Recall that the number
of replicas in 3-D of a particle increases with r , where r is
the distance between a given particle and the z-axis. Therefore,
to obtain a similar total number of particles per worker, and
consequently a good load balance, we partition the Nspec families
among all participating workers using a round robin assignment
as summarized in the next pseudo-code.

subroutine create(Nspec )
do i=Worker_id+1, Nspec , Num_Workers
call createParticulesForFamilly(i)

enddo
end

For illustration, an example of the resulting spatial distribution
among six workers is shown in Fig. 3. Notice that the x-coordinates
of all the particles are very close. That is, the total number of
replicas (around the (0,0)) generated per worker is similar. In
this approach, each worker allocates its own local data to record
the evolution of its particles. Arrays that need global updates by
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Table 1
Architectural summary of the three multi-core platforms used in the experiments.

Platform #Sockets #Cores/socket SMT L1D cache (kB) L2 cache L3 cache (MB) Memory (GB)

Intel X5355 2 4 No 4 × 32 2 × 4 MB – 16
Intel X7550 4 8 Yes 8 × 32 8 × 256 kB 1 × 18 128
AMD 6172 4 12 No 12 × 64 12 × 512 kB 2 × 6 128
all threads are replicated. Consequently, each process evolves its
own set of particles, periodically injects its corresponding fraction
of new particles and stores the computed line-of-sight, emission
and, absorption coefficients in its local matrices. Once the iterative
process is finished, an all-reduce operation is applied to obtain
all the contributions of all the particles and finally the radiative
transfer equation is solved at each VD pixel.

3.3. Hybrid approach

This approach applies the privatizing and sharing models at
two levels successively. From a data point of view, this consists
in applying a two-level decomposition strategy across the whole
system. First, it performs a block decomposition among processes.
Then, each block is partitioned in a round robin fashion among
threads. This approach is more flexible than the aforementioned
models in the sense that it allows adjusting/customizing the
degree of data-sharing depending on the memory hierarchy
characteristics of each architecture. The optimal mapping of the
two-level decomposition among processes and threads will allow
minimization of the negative NUMA effect and increasing the
positive sharing effect between threads. The size of the blocks
depends on the number of processes and threads used.

In other words, each process is assigned a set of particles of the
same color as shown in Fig. 3 and then each sub-set of particles is
assigned to the threads.

4. Experimental testbed

The experiments shown in this paper were carried out on three
leading multi-socket, multi-core systems: (i) a dual-socket quad-
core Intel X5355 (Clovertown), (ii) a quad-socket eight-core Intel
X7550 (Beckton) and, (iii) a quad-socket 12-core AMD Opteron
6172 (Magny-Cours). An architectural overviewand characteristics
of each one of these systems are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4.

4.1. Intel dual-socket quad-core Clovertown

The Intel Xeon 5300-series (Clovertown) is a quad-core
successor of the dual-core 5100-series (Woodcrest) segment. It
consists of two of those dual-core chips integrated in one multi-
chip package. The specificmodel used in our experiments is X5355,
which runs at 2.66 GHz and performs around 36 GFLOPS double-
precision in the LINPACK benchmark.

Each core of the processor includes a private 32 kB L1 data
cache, and each chip (two cores) shares a 4 MB L2 cache. The
complete processor has access to a 1333 MHz front side bus (FSB)
that connects to the external main memory. The processor cores
do not support hyper-threading technology (there is one hardware
thread context per core).

The multi-socket multi-core system used in our experiments
includes two sockets containing anX5355processor, each onewith
an independent FSB to connect to the shared 16 GB main memory,
as shown in Fig. 4(a).

4.2. Intel quad-socket eight-core Beckton

The Intel Xeon 6500/7500-series (Beckton) is a Nehalem-based
processor with up to eight cores; it uses buffering to support up to
16 DDR3 DIMMS per socket (no FSB). The specific model we use in
our experiments is X7550 that runs at 2.0 GHz, includes eight cores
and performs around 70 GFLOPS double-precision in the LINPACK
benchmark.

Each processor core includes a private 32 kB L1 data cache, a
private 256 kB L2 cache and each socket has a sharedmulti-banked
18 MB L3 cache, where only 16 MB of L3 are shared between the
eight cores, the reminding 2MB are dedicated to the directory. The
processor also has four QuickPath interfaces (QPI), with a speed of
6.4 GT/s, that can be used to interconnect up to eight sockets. The
processor cores support a two-way hyper-threading technology
(there are two hardware thread contexts per core).

The system used in our experiments includes four sockets
each containing an X7550 processor. The sockets are fully
interconnected using QPI links and share a total of 128 GB main
memory. Fig. 4(b) shows a block diagram of the X7550 processor
(on the left) and a block diagram of the complete system (on the
right).

4.3. AMD quad-socket 12-core Opteron Magny-Cours

The AMD Opteron 6100-series (Magny-Cours) is a multi-chip
module (MCM) composed of two Instanbul-type processor dies.
Eachdie of the 12-core version integrates six x86-64 cores, four x16
HyperTransport3 (HT3) ports and two DDR3 memory channels.
Due to pin limitations, the MCM interfaces to four DDR3 channels
and only four x16 HT3 ports (note that each x16 HT3 port can
operate as two independent x8 HT3 ports). The specific model we
use in our experiments is 6172 that runs at 2.10 GHz and performs
around 182 GFLOPS double-precision in the LINPACK benchmark.

Each processor core includes a private 64 kB L1 data cache that
is backed by a private 512 kB L2 cache (victim cache). The core
also includes a shared 6 MB L3 cache, where 1 MB is reserved for
a cache directory (HT Assist) for cache coherency purposes. Each
core supports only one hardware thread context.

The system used in our experiments includes four sockets each
containing a 6172 MCM. The sockets are strongly interconnected
using x8 coherent HT3 links (on-package pair x16 and x8) and
dedicate one x16 non-coherent HT3 link per socket for I/O. The
sockets share a total of 128 GB main memory. Fig. 4(c) shows a
block diagram of the 6172 processor die, the processor MCM and
the complete system.

5. Results and analysis

The performance evaluations discussed in this section were
carried out using the following configuration. For thread creation
and management, we used OpenMP pragmas [18] and directives
included in the Intel Fortran compiler [19]. In the sharing
implementation, threads are created and joined once each outer
iteration (i.e., loopwith index curFile). This produces less overheads
than creating and joining threads once during all the simulation
due to the fact that the overheads due to synchronization in
order to read radio-maps from disk are higher. Whereas, in the
privatizing implementation, the processes are created using the
standard MPI [20]. Thus, each process reads individually the
input files. We used Intel ifort 10.1 with maximum optimization
compilation option −O3.
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Fig. 4. Block diagrams of (a) dual-socket quad-core Intel X5355 (Clovertown), (b) quad-socket eight-core Intel X7550 (Beckton) and (c) quad-socket 12-core AMD Opteron
6172 (Magny-Cours).
The workload of each iteration curFile depends mainly on
the maximum number of particles allowed to be created. The
data read from radio-maps does not affect the load. Thus, to
accelerate the performance evaluation process, we used a typical
input size (four families of four million particles) but compute
the emission using a small set of radio-maps, two randomly
selected radio-maps, from a total number of 25 radio-maps. The
performance results do not include the radiative transfer equation
solution, since it is solved only once, at the end of the simulation
and, because its load is negligible compared to the main loop
load.
All the executions were conducted using the taskset Linux
command to limit the executions on the considered set of cores
and avoid thread migration to cores that are not included in
that set. To increase data-sharing between threads that share a
certain cache level, we ensure that these threads run on the same
cores throughout the execution by binding them to cores using
the Pthreads function, pthread_setaffinity_np() [21]. The number
of cycles per core and L3 misses presented in this section were
measured by counting PAPI_TOT_CYC and the native LLC_MISSES
events using the PAPI portable interface to hardware performance
counters [22].
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5.1. Sharing versus optimized sharing and SMT impact

The results presented in this section were obtained using the
parameters that experimentally give the best performance. That
is, by applying the serial compact stage only once each 10 curFile
iterations and using the optimal scheduling for evolve and emit
parallel do loops reduces substantially the overhead due to waits.
In fact, preliminary runtime results show that, by using a round
robin scheduling with a chunk size equal to one together with
binding threads to work on the same core during all the execution
gives the best performance. This can be explained by the fact that
this configuration maximizes sharing opportunities at the LLC and
because the slight load-unbalance due to static scheduling allows
a better overlapping between computation inside and outside the
critical section in the emit do loop, and therefore, minimizes the
waits at the critical section. In fact, using a dynamic scheduling to
balance the loadworsens the scalability of the emit do loop earlier.

An evaluation of the scalability of the sharing implementation,
based on coarse grain locks, and its optimized version, based on
fine grain locks, on the dual-socket quad-core Clovertown, and
Intel quad-socket eight-core Beckton are shown in Fig. 5(a) and
(b) respectively. Moreover, an evaluation of the number of cycles
and LLC-misses of the sharing, optimized sharing and, optimized
sharing implementation when exploiting the Simultaneous Multi-
threading (SMT) support (by running two threads per core) on Intel
quad-socket eight-core Beckton, is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) re-
spectively. Recall that Clovertown and Magny-Cours architectures
do not support SMT technology. To quantify load unbalance be-
tween threads in each run, Fig. 6(a) and (b) show in addition to
the number of cycles and L3-misses, the differences between the
maximum and the minimum number of cycles and LLC misses per
execution respectively (drawn as error bars). Notice that these dif-
ferences are insignificant, which means that the three versions are
well balanced.

As it can be seen from Fig. 5(a) and (b), sharing and optimized
sharing implementations show a good and similar scalability at
one socket level, since both, the number of cycles and L3-misses
are similar too. However, when the evaluation includes cores
from different sockets, the scalability of both implementations
starts to decay substantially on both platforms, especially the
sharing version. This is due to the fact that the bandwidth of the
connections between sockets is lower than the bandwidth inside
the socket and also to the increment in L3-misseswhen thenumber
of cores > 8, in the case of the Beckton based platform.

Nevertheless, the optimized sharing version based on finer
locks scales better, but not well enough, with respect to the coarse
grain based version, reaching an improvement of 8% on eight
cores in the Clovertown based platform and 20% on 32 cores
in the Beckton based platform. This slight improvement can be
explained not only by the decrease in wait times to acquire the
locks but also by a slightly better L3 cache management (as shown
in Fig. 6(b)). The difference in LLC-misses between the sharing and
the optimized sharing versions on a single core is due to the use of
additional memory for the two-dimensional matrix of locks in the
optimized version.
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Fig. 7. Speedup comparison between optimized sharing, privatizing and hybrid versions on (a) dual-socket quad-core Clovertown, (b) Intel quad-socket eight-core Beckton
and, (c) quad-socket 12-core Magny-Cours.
Exploiting SMT by running two threads per core on the Beckton
based system shows a speedup up to two times larger than the
speedup of the optimized sharing implementation on one socket.
This improvement at the one socket level is due mainly to the
increase of data-sharing in L1, L2 and L3 levels, specially between
threads that run on the same core, which implies a decrease of the
LLC-misses as can be clearly seen in Fig. 6(b). However, although
exploiting SMT improves the scalability by 27% (with respect to the
optimized sharing version) on four sockets, the speedup is still poor
(i.e., speedupon32 cores=17). In the next subsection,we compare
the performance of the optimized sharing implementation versus
the privatizing and hybrid approaches. For the Beckton based
system, we consider the version that exploits SMT.

5.2. Comparison between sharing, privatizing and, hybrid approaches

The scalability results of the optimized sharing, privatizing and
hybrid implementations, on the dual-socket quad-core Clover-
town, quad-socket eight-core Beckton and, quad-socket 12-core
Magny-Cours, are shown in Fig. 7(a), (b) and, (c) respectively. For
the hybrid implementation, we plotted only the best speedups
obtained on the number of cores indicated in the x-axis. These
speedups correspond to a specific combination of processes and
threads, indicated as (p processes, t threads) in Fig. 7. On the
Magny-Cours based platform, the serial version was excessively
slow due to memory limitations. For this reason, in this case, we
calculated the speedup with respect to the runtime on two cores.

In general, the hybrid strategy clearly outperforms both sharing
and privatizing approaches on all the used systems especially on
the Beckton based platform improving the speedup by a factor
of 66% (on 32 cores) over the next best implementation, i.e.,
the privatizing version. In particular, on the systems that do
not support SMT, the three implementations show competitive
scalability at one socket level, i.e. on a single Clovertown and a
single Magny-Cours. More similar scalability is obtained when the
participating cores have a shared LLC, i.e., for core numbers equal
to 2 and 6 in Clovertown and Magny-Cours respectively. However,
when the evaluation extends to cores of different sockets, the
scalability of the sharing version drops drastically especially on
the Magny-Cours based system; while the privatizing and hybrid
implementation maintain a good speedup over all the sockets
reaching a speedup2 of about 20 on 48 cores (the ideal speedup
in this case is equal to 24).

The hybrid implementation with the execution configuration
that maps four processes, each process creates two threads
(four processes, two threads), on eight cores, on the Clovertown
based system, reaches a speedup 9% better than the privatizing
one. The high scalability of the privatizing strategy is mainly
due to the fact that communications are required only at the
end of the simulation. The hybrid implementation inherits the
same characteristic from the privatizing one with the additional
advantage of minimizing LLC interferences between threads that
share data and work.

On the Beckton based system, the hybrid implementation
noticeably outperforms the privatizing and sharing ones reaching
speedups larger than the number of cores used. In contrast to
the sharing and privatizing model, the hybrid model is the only
approach that exploits better SMT technology and consequently
improves drastically the scalability.Moreover, in all the considered
systems, on each determined number of cores, there exists a
specific combination (p processes, t threads) that performs the
best. For example, in used dual-socket quad-core Clovertown,
with Uniform Memory Access, the combination (p processes, two
threads) scales the best on p × 2 cores. The number of processes
p that should be created can be predictable. While on used Intel
quad-socket eight-core Beckton and AMD quad-socket 12-core
Opteron Magny-Cours, with Non Uniform Memory Access, the
optimal configuration (p processes, t threads) is variable but can
be found experimentally via auto-tuning by searching among a
reduced search-space, where t takes values from 2 to the total
number of cores per socket (×2 in the case of SMT).

5.3. Numerical results

Shaping the spectral evolution simulations needs performance
of many executions of the parallel hybrid spectral evolution
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Fig. 8. Snapshots of the emission at 43 GHz due to component evolution computed
by hybrid implementation of the SPEVmethod. Zobs is the distance from the jet core
projected to the observer’s plane of the sky.

code, on the three multi-socket multi-core systems, with different
physical corrections, till the results are as similar as possible to
the real VLBI-maps. An illustration of a VLBI-map calculated by our
hybrid implementation is shown in Fig. 8.

6. Conclusions and future works

In summary, for VLBI-resolution radio-map algorithms and
other algorithmswith similar structure, the data-sharing program-
ming model represents a good solution but only in small scale sys-
tems that do not support SMT. In addition, to obtain competitive
scalability with the privatizing one at one socket level, several op-
timizations must be applied.

To substantially facilitate tuning the sharing implementation,
two aspects can be automated:

• The process of searching for parallel loops that can benefit from
parallel computing can be implemented by checking that their
workload is larger than the overhead involved by their parallel
implementation. In general, thread creation andmapping incur
an overhead on the order of 2 k cycles [17] (this quantity
depends on the architecture of the processor and the used
software). Further, this overhead increases when the number
of threads increases.

• The iterative searching for the best combination scheduling-
chunk size can also be automated using tuning methods based
on profiling.

The data-privatizing programming model is able to maintain
reasonable scalability on medium to large scale multi-core
systems because it preserves parallelism along the simulation
and minimizes the communication overheads. Nevertheless, this
approach is unable to benefit from exploiting SMT.

Finally, the hybrid model is the most appropriate alternative
on multi-core multi-socket systems since it allows (i) finding
an optimal configuration that optimizes the LLC management by
minimizing interferences between threads in the same socket and
(ii) preserving parallelism. The selection of the best mapping can
also be automated by running the parallel hybrid implementation
using a determined set of c possible combinations, where c = 2 to
# allowed threads at one socket level. Furthermore, this strategy
can be easily ported to heterogeneous platforms.

Future works will explore and implement auto-tuning heuris-
tics that find the best combinations (# processes, # threads) on a
wider range of multi-core multi-socket platforms. In addition, in
collaborationwith the Relativistic Astrophysics and Cosmology Re-
search Group of the University of Valencia, we are currently, work-
ing on implementing the polarized radiation transfer equation in
the hybrid implementation of SPEV by giving the magnetic field in
the fluid a more ordered structure. We expect to obtain a polar-
ized synchrotron emission instead of the non-polarized one that
we have been computing so far. We expect the computation of
the emission and absorption coefficients as well as solving the ra-
diative transfer equations to be more computationally expensive
than in the current simulation. The results reported in this work
will be the basis of our future parallel simulation. The inclusion of
the polarized radiation transfer is an important next step since the
knowledge of the degree of the polarization can provide important
clues about the orientation and structure of the (unobservable)
magnetic field in relativistic jets. Being able to determine in more
detail the magnetic field of relativistic jets provides important in-
formation about the process which generates them, i.e. about the
central regions of the AGNs.
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